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numberof companies,
institutions,andindividualscompeting
for attentionin theWorld
Wide Web is growingexponentially.This makesdesigning
informative,easy-to-grasp,
and visually
Abstract--The

appealing documents not only important for user-friendly information presentation, but also the key to

success
for anyinformationprovider.In thispaper,wepresent
layoutguidelines
for textualandgraphical,
static and dynamic, 2-D and 3-D Web documents which are drawn from fields as diverse as typography,
Gestalt psychology, architecture, hypertext authoring, and human-computer interaction. Web documents
are classified
into five basictypes,andour layoutrulesareappliedto eachof these.Finally,weshowhow
currently evolving standards (HTML 3.0 for text and still graphics, Java for 2-D animation, and VRML
for 3-D worlds) support applying those rules. Copyright 0 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd

1. INTRODUCTION

Whenever a new information-conveying technology
is invented, it usually takesmany yearsuntil authors
develop new media that make use of the technological advantagessuddenly available. The printing
press,for example,wasa quantum leap only from a
technologicalpoint of view; newmedia,like the novel
or the newspaper,still had to be designed[l].
A similarprocesscan be identifiedin connectionto
the Internet: after its basic technology became
available in the early seventies,it took a while until
serviceslike e-mail, electronic bulletin boards, and
ftp developedinto new media. It took another 20
yearsuntil the World Wide Web [2] asa new medium
supportinghypertext functionality revolutionized the
Internet. And today with graphics and network
technology being at the verge of making navigable,
3-D, multi-user environmentswidely available, new
media,or usageforms, for thosenew worlds are still
widely missing.
An important definingattribute of a new medium,
apart from its type of contents, is its layout, or
appearance, and, in the case of an interactive
medium,its behaviour. Speakingin computingterms,
we could say that a mediumis not only definedby the
type of information it tries to convey, but alsoby its
userinterface, or look and feel. Type of presentation
and level of attractivenessoften decide whether a
documentsucceeds
or fails to convey its contents:in
1967, the well-known media philosopher Marshall
McLuhan already declaredthat “the mediumis the
message”[3].
In the case of Web documents,this meansthat
graphically pleasing, clearly laid-out, and easily
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navigable documentswill attract and keep many
more readersthan others. In the early days of the
Internet, most userswere academic,often from the
field of computer science,and generally willing to
acceptan ugly interface as long as it suppliedthem
with the information they needed.Today, however,
the majority of Web users are not computer
professionals
already.Commercialservicesare beginning to createWeb sitesof outstandingquality that,
in return, attract enormousamountsof visitors each
day. Thesedevelopmentshave made advertisements
in Web documentsno uncommon sight, which will
soon make the creation of successfulWeb sites a
rewardingbusiness.
This competitive situation betweenWeb information providers is intensifiedfurther by the “surfing
syndrome”:most peoplecomeacrossa pagebecause
they selectedsomehyperlink that pointed to it while
surfing the Web-if the page does not appear
interestingenough,it is left again quite quickly, and
the user goesback to where he camefrom, to find
somewhereelse whatever he was looking for (information, entertainment,etc.). Or, asit hasbeenput
in a recentarticle about information designfor new
media: “UsersAre Cruisers” [4].
In this paper, we give some guidelinesfor the
designof textual and graphicalWeb documentsthat
have this capability of attracting and keepingreaders.
Instead of reinventing the wheel, however, we will
show that other fields of scienceand arts, such as
typography, architecture, psychology, human-computer interaction, etc., offer rich resourcesaddressing
our layout problems.Nevertheless,we will seethat
many adaptationsto thoserulesare necessarybefore
they canbe appliedto interactive, on-linedocuments.
We will sort our treatise on new media in
increasingorder of their difference from traditional
ones, starting with simple on-line
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texts, followed

by
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animated interactive pages, and leading to 3-D
virtual reality presentation forms.
Of course, the contents of, or intention behind, a
document should have a strong influence on its
graphical design-this is why we will classify on-line
documents into a number of types, depending on
their intention, before trying to apply our layout
rules.
1.1. Overview
The rest of this paper is organizedas follows:
Section 2 will give an introduction to the field of
cognitive psychology known asGestalt Theory. It
explains how human perception processesvisual
patterns, and how this knowledgecan be usedto
create layouts or environmentsthat are easierto
operateand remember.
Section 3 gives an overview of design rules for
conventional printed documents from classical
printers’ typography.
Section4 presentslayout rulesfor Web documents,
and our classificationof Web pagesinto five basic
types. We also show how different intentions
behind pagesinthtencetheir optimal layout.

an outlook on the additional support that will be
required to createaestheticdocumentsin our on-line
world of quickly changingstandards.
2. FUNDAMENTALS
OF USEIt INTJBWACE
GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY

DESIGN:

Whether to design a good user interface, Web
page,or 3-D environment,we alwayshave to take a
look at some basic questions first: how do we
perceive objectson screen,on paper, or in the real
world; and according to which principles does our
perceptioncombineobjectsinto groups?
Those questionshave been treated by a scientific
field called “Gestalt psychology”, found by Kohler,
Wertheimer and KofIka in the 1920s [8]. The
applicableessenceof their researchcan be summarized in more than a hundred “Gestalt laws” that
explain, for example, why certain patterns are
consideredasbelongingtogether.
We will presentsomeof those laws here (seealso
[9]) that may be mostimportant for the designof online documentsand user interfaces. The first four
lawsdeal with static objects,while the last law treats
the dynamic case.This last law is especiallyinteresting when designingVRML or Java applications.

In the secondpart of this paper, we will take a
closer look at those standardswhich have evolved 0 Law of Succinctness
recently for the creation of various types of on-line
This rule, also called Law of Good Shape, states
documents,from static graphics and text, via 2-D
that perceptiontendsto seeobjectsashaving some
perfect or simpleshapebecausethis makesthem
dynamic pages,to 3-D Virtual Reality worlds:
easierto remember.For example,a polygon with
Section 5 gives an overview of the layout features
many edgeswhich is “almost round’ is often
HTML in its latest version 3.0 [5] supportsfor the
perceived as being a circle when looked at for a
designof non-animated2-D documentsand how
short period. In a way, this transformation is
they simplify creating visually appealing pages
essentiallya built-in glossycompressionalgorithm
with text and simplegraphicsin them.
of our memory: associatingthe already existing
Section6 leadsfrom static to dynamic documents.
notion of a circle takes up lessstorage capacity
It presentsthe Java language environment [6]
than rememberingthe complex shapewe actually
which, in connectionwith enhancedWeb browsers
saw[cf. Fig. l(a)].
like Hoff ava, supportsintegrating executableJava
A practical application of this law is that
programs (applets) into Web pages. That way,
interface objectslike buttons shouldhave a simple
almostarbitrary programsmay be executedon the
shape.Figure 2 presentssomealternative shapes
browser side once a Java page has been downfor buttons. If the shapeis too simple, the user
loaded, bringing animation and local interaction
doesnot associateinformation with it, whereasan
into Web pages.
appropriate shape is rememberedwell. If the
Section 7 finally takes the step into the third
shapeis too complex, however, the user might
dimension. It discussessome of the problems
forget its meaning and the correspondingfuncinherent to the layout of 3-D environments,and
tionality.
how rules from 2-D can be extendedto cover the
l Law of Proximity
3-D case. As the most prominent example, it
Another effectcan be seenin Fig. l(b): objectsthat
examinesVRML, the Virtual Reality Modeling
arecloserto eachother seemto form a group. This
Language [7], a description language for 3-D
rule is important to screendesign;it showsus an
object worlds that has been designedwith loweasy way to indicate that certain pieces of
bandwidth transmissionin mind. It is becoming
information belong together.
the standardlanguagein which virtual realitiesare
0 Law of Unity
createdwithin the World Wide Web framework.
Objectsthat form closedshapesare also perceived
Each standard is briefly presented,and its usefuias a group. This effect can overrule the Law of
nessfor the creation of Web documentswith highProximity from Fig. l(b), as seenin Fig. 3(a).
quality layout is examined.
The boxes and frames used frequently in
The paper concludeswith a summary about the
graphical user interfaces, e.g. to combine a row
current state of layout rulesfor Web documents,and
of buttons into a more complex user interface
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(b)

Fig. 1.(a)An almostroundobjectisperceived
asa circle;(h) objectscloseto eachotherappearto belong
together.

component with certain semantics,make use of
this law (seeFig. 4).

“pushed”. This is due to our natural experience
that light usually comesfrom above, which results
in many subtle hints we take from shadowsto
understand (pseudo) 3-D scenes. This effect
becomeseven more obvious when looking at
virtual reality environments(seeSection 7).

0 Lsw of F.quamy

Similar objectsare anothercandidatefor grouping
by our perceptionalsystem.This isthe reasonwhy,
for example, push buttons arranged in a row
should all be the samesize-a rule which is still
frequently violated in existing documents or
interfaces.
0 Law of contlnlllty
Furthermore, there is a tendency of perceptionto
assumecontinuity in objects:we do not consider
Fig. 5(a) to consistof a doublewedge,but of two
intersectingstraight lines.
In Fig. 6(b), text indentation forms several
groups that are considered to belong together
becausewe perceive a continuity in the levels of
indenting.

l

Law of Common Motion

If objects are moved in front of a static background, we tend to group them together. This is
especiallythe caseif they have sufficiently correlated velocity vectors.

Going into Gestaltpsychologyin its whole depth is
beyondthe scopeof this article, but it shouldbe clear
that theselawsare fundamentalfor the way people
seeand understandtheir surroundings,includinguser
interfacesand documents.
From an information processingview, an “ideal”
document or interface could then be defined as one
0 Law of Experience
We alsotry to match objectsperceivedto thingswe whoseimage in the user’slong-term memory does
already know [Fig. 5(b)]. This is why user not change anymore becausethe interface already
interfaces that rely on well-known real-world obeysthe Gestalt laws: the perception systemdoes
metaphors are more successful:they minimize not misinterpretit when applying its rules.
In the next sectionswe will showhow Gestalt laws
memory load. Most peoplewill not map this figure
to the letter “E” becausetheir experiencedoesnot are applied to conventional typography, and how
they can be usedto designgood Web documents.
expect it in this position.
Another example are “emoticons” frequently
usedin on-line conversation,such as ;-). The first
3. LAYOUT RULES FOR CO NVENTIONAL
DOCUMENTS
time, most of us probably had to be told that they
have to be viewedsideways,but oncewe madethis
To find designguidelinesfor Web documents,we
experiencewe interpret subsequentlyencountered start with those rules that traditional typography
objectscorrectly.
offers us. We will briefly presentthe basic schedule
Figure 7 showsanother application of this law. that every typographer follows when creating a new
The left button is perceived as a real button printed document, giving some examplesof rules
becauseour experienceinterprets its shadow as for the different steps, and we will identify how
belonging to an object standing out from the those stepshave to be adapted to cater for the
drawingplane.The right button is consideredto be needsand possibilitiesof their electronic counteran object behind the drawing plane, or being parts.

(a)

(b)

(cl

Fig. 2. (a) If theshapeof a buttonis too simpletheuserassociates
no special
informationwith it; (b) a
goodshapeexpresses
the functionalityof thebuttonwell;(c) if theshapeis too complex,the usermight
forgetits meaning.
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Fig. 3. (a) Objects forming closed shaped belong together; (b) similar objects belong together.

This change from printed documents to on-line
used formats (widthzheight) range from the
DIN A seriesI:& to 1:fi asa very shmformat.
systemswill be divided into severalsteps:first, we will
identify some special characteristicsof interactive (2) Page layout. In this step,the areaof the pagethat
hypertext documents. After that, we will try to
is to be “used” is defined, i.e. its maxgins -are
classify Web documents, and give separatedesign
specified.Classicalratios are 2:3:45fot inner:
rules for eachtype.
outer:head:footmargins,with the marginstaking
The basic designschedulein conventional docuup i of the pagewidth for a spa&us layoutment layout comprisesthe following steps(seealso
Page
pattern. The arrangementof information
(3)
POD
inside the page layout framework
has to he
defined next: how many coiumns wiil be used?
(1) Page format. Width and height of the document
This directly influencesline length which should
pageshave to be determined.The most widely

(a)

Fig. 4. Examples for the law of unity: (a) unstructured boxes lead to nnc&a.inty about tie functioplity,
i.e. about tbe semantics of the third “submit” button; (b) remran@eh line gives a clearer layout W&y;
(c) finally, using frames to group objets leads to obvious semantks.

Graphical Web documents
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(b)
Fig. 5. (a) Intersecting lines, or double wedge? In case of ambiguity objects are perceived to form the
simplest shapes possible. (b) We try to map objects to things we know.

be in the range from 45 to 65 characters per line.
Since the human eye moves over text in chunks
of several words, shorter lines would mean that
the reader could grasp less text per “read cycle”
than possible, and that more line changes would
be necessary, slowing down reading speed.
Justification should be avoided with very short
lines; ragged right formatting is more readable in
those cases.
Extremely long lines, on the other hand,
require too many read cycles per line, which
tires the eye, and makes it harder for the reader
to locate the beginning of the following line,
again impairing reading speed.
For vertical spacing, professional document
layouts actually use a very rigid grid. The vertical
line spacing of the body text is the grid distance,
and the bottom line of all elements, even headings and pictures, has to he on this grid.
Fonts
and styles. The fonts and sizesto usefor
(4)
body text, headings, tables, etc. have to be
determined and used consistently throughout

(4

the whole document. Classicalvalues are: 24pt
bold for chapter headings,18pt bold for section
headings,14ptbold for subsectionheadings,12pt
bold for paragraphheadings,1Optfor body text,
and 8pt for annotationsand footnotes.
We will not repeat all the typographical rules
here. There are somecomprehensivebooks (see
[111)that not only teachthe designrules,but also
tell the reader how to break them when appropriate. In any case,a maximum of two different
font familiesshouldbe used,and they shouldbe
compatibleto each other concerningline thickness, capital letter height, etc. Emphasizing
elements(italics,bold face, smallcapitals)should
never be usedin combinationon the sameword.
Choice of a font class can have a strong
influenceon readability: assoonassmallprint or
inversecoloring (white on black) are used,fonts
without serifs(like Helvetica) areto be preferred.
The reasonsfor this liesin the simpleshapeand
the equal width of the character contours. For
character-wiseindentation, of course, a non-

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) No indentationleadsto a text sequence
badlystructuredandbardto read;(b) indentingtext
formsseveralgroupsthat areperceived
asbelonging
together.
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Entry-Page

(a)

0))

Fig. 7. (a) A buttonwith appropriateshadow;(b) a button
with inverseshadow
isperceived
asbeing“pushedin” (lying
behindthedrawingplane)because
our experience
suggests
that light comesfrom above.

proportional font is necessary.On the other
hand, most people claim that proportional serif
fonts (like Times-Roman)can be read fastest,
which is why they are usedin the body text of
most printed media(books, newspapers,etc.).
The overall task, whenchoosingfont sizesand
styles, is to create a page appearancewith an
even “grey value”, without particularly dark or
light areas.
(5) Contents. Only after finishing this layout, the
actual text is entered into the document frame,
and corrected from the contentspoint of view.
Aesthetic
correction.Professionaldocumentsnow
(6)
go through a !inal “fine tuning” stage. Here,
minor changesto kerning etc. are made. For
example,a right margin doesnot look properly
justified when adjustedmathematicallycorrectly:
lines that end with, e.g. a colon have to be
extendedslightly to the right to appear“in line”
with the rest of the margin.

4. LAYOUT

RULES

FOR

WEB

DOCUMENTS

Web documentsare electronically accessible
documents with hypertext charactistics.They consist of
so-called“pages” of text and graphicsthat contain
cross-references
which can be followed interactively.
The sum of all cross referencescan be seenas a
structure which is often muchmore complexthan the
linear page-after-pagestructure of a book (seeFig.
8). In this paper we will also deal with emerging
representationtechniquesusing animationsand 3-D
sceneries,while we will not considersoundand video
as layout components.
Most Web documentsare written in EITML, and
animationeffectsare usuallyimplementedusingJava
applet code for temporal changes. The major
problem of HTML from a layout point of view is
that it definesa logical layout rather than an exact
one. This meansthat certain display attributes or
featuresare supposedto be specifiedlogically, not by
physical descriptions. The environment: c em>
Text\ < em> , for example,is only a hint that ‘Text’
should be emphasizedwhen displayed.The browser
decides, however, whether this is done by using
blinking, boldface or italic print.

Fig. 8.A ‘simple’
tree-likestructureof a book-oriented
Web
document.

4.1. Webdocumenttypes
Several attributes of Web documents are quite
crucial for their layout design.One of thoseattributes
is related to the questionof whether the dcmmnt is
passive,active, or even dynamic. Someshort de&itions are usefulhere:
So far, most pagesare passive:they merely display
information in the form of text, graphics, and
hyperlinks. Interaction is limited to following those
links.
Active pagescontain not only passive,but also
interactive GUI (Graphical User Interface) components like forms and buttons that make more
complexuserinput possible.The processingof those
inputs, however, still takes place on the server side,
usuallyresultingin a new static pagebeinggenerated
and sent to the client “on the fly”.
Dynamic pagesfinally changeover time “on their
own”, for example by displaying an animation, or
modifying their contents and/or layout.
As already indicated, these three types do not
necessarilyexcludeeachother. On the contrary, from
a designer’spoint of view, dynamic pagesshould
always contain passiveparts that establisha certain
consistencythroughout the entire document.
4.2. Why do peoplecreate Webdocuments?
Looking at the motivations that drive peopleand
companiesto createWeb pagesenablesus to another
classification which is very helpful for layout
decisions.We detect the following reasonsfor Web
documentcreation.
4.2.1. Be&present andmakingcontact. Currently,
one of the most appealingreawns to create Web
documentsis that peopleor institutions can present
(usually non-commercial)information about themselves.These documentsusually consist of passive
pages with brief and objective information on a
limited subject.
4.2.2. Providing information services.Information
service pageshave to be up-to-date, objective, and
easy-to-grasp.They should be mostly passiveand
well-structured. Their primary goal is to provide
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information in a usually limited subject field. An
exampleis a railway traffic information servicewhere
a user can find a train connection for a chosen
destination. Users that visit those services are
motivated already becausethey needsomeinformation. However, they will usuallygive up if they do not
succeedin finding it quickly.
In thosesystems,pagesshouldbe laid out clearly,
with constantparts and a stringentuserguidance,so
that visitors do not have to stay in the systemlonger
than necessary. Document design should try to
minimize average sessionduration. Text elements
may be dominating the appearanceof pages if
necessaryto provide the information requested.Since
on-line documentsdo not exist in a closedenvironment suchas a printed and bound timetable,the age
of the information has to be indicated on each
document.
4.2.3. Offering transactions and retrieval. Transaction and retrieval systemsare designedto be active,
unambiguous,brief, and complete.Thesesystemsare
similar to information documents,with additional
emphasison information flow from the user to the
service. Examples are hotel reservation systems,
where the user may have to enter certain data (like
name and address) to book a room, and this
information is passedon to the hotel computer.
The user interface often contains complex virtual
input devices.
User motivation is comparable to information
services,although success
expectationswill usuallybe
even higher as the customerhasa clear task in mind
(“book hotel room”) which he hopes to complete
using the system. Design should again try to
minimize sessiontime.
4.2.4.

Advertising

products

and services. These

documentsaredynamic, rarely requiremuch activity,
and are quite subjective. Advertising pages are
installed by companiesor institutions to present
themselvesor their products to the on-line public in
an attractive and innovative way. The missinginitial
motivation of potential usershasto be compensated
for by a visually attracting design,especiallyof the
entry document(or “home page”). Furthermore, the
longer the user stays in the system, the higher its
success
will be in the eyesof the provider. For that
reason, it makes sensefor subsequentpages to
present new visual stimuli, e.g. by changing to a
different overall layout and appearance.The contents
should be interesting, entertaining, and keep up
suspenseso that the user is motivated to explore
further. User guidanceshould be lessstringent. In
short, designshouldtry to maximizeaveragesession
duration. Graphical elementsshould dominate the
layout, with only as much text as necessary(people
prefer “pushing” a nicely drawn start button to just
clicking on a highlightedword saying“Start”.)
42.5. To entertain and to have fm. Web documents
for entertainment are expected to be colourful,
dynamic and in general terms attractive. Layout
has to follow the same rules as for advertising

systemsor those encounteredin the area of video
games. Initial motivation is curiosity which the
systemhas to create first. Sessionduration should
be maximized (within reasonablelimits). The interface has to be visually appealingand simpleat the
sametime, which often leadsto designconficts.
Of course,most documentswill belong to two or
more of the above classes.Many documentsthat
supply information or servicesalso have the goal to
advertisethe provider. There will, however, usually
be a primary task which shouldbe identified, if not
for the whole document, then at least for its
individual pages.
4.3. Applying

layout rules to Web documents

The following modifications are necessarywhen
applying conventional layout steps to Web documents:
(1) Page format. Most screenshave landscaperather
than portrait format, which is not really suitable
to display information in pages.Most browsers
therefore suggestportrait windows to display
pages.
(2) Page layout. To comecloseto traditional media
sizeseven with landscapemonitors, there is a
choice betweenleaving side parts of the screen
unused,or usingseveralcolums/severalwindows
in the layout. Both alternatives are not entirely
satisfactory, however.
Using standard screensas-is with a singlecolumnlayout resultsin text linesthat are much
too long to be readable.The extra spacecan be
usedfor extra windows of other applicationsor
for other Web browser windows, e.g. multiple,
partly overlapping pages. What might look
appealingat first sight is quite dangerous.People
get lost easily when fighting with multi-layer
windows.Therefore window overlapping should
be used very restrictively and be limited to at
most two levels(for more hints see[12]). Since
this is at leastpartly in the handsof the browser,
it is hard to influencethrough designparameters.
(3) Page pattern. Hypertexts can be accessed
in more
waysthan ordinary documents.Becauseof this, a
consistent page pattern with an informative
headingshowingwherein the documentthe user
is currently located is essentialto avoid the
dreaded“lost in hyperspace”syndrome.
There shouldbe a consistentand easilyunderstandablearrangementof the author’snameand
address,as well as creation and modification
dates. Means to leave the pagesby hyperlinks
(for example,using a jump-list with Last, Next,
Up, Down, and Home links) shouldbe placedin
sight. Therefore long pagesrequire severalsuch
patterns or a visible and simpleway to get back
to the jump-list. Theserequirementsare results
of Fitts’ Law (see[13]) in 2-D which correlates
the pointing time directly to sizeand distanceof
the target object. In fact, somebrowserdesigners
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have recognized this need and introduced frames
which are separate windows that can display
constant banners or other information and links
that have to remain accessible all the time while
moving through a document (an example is
Netscape 2.0, see http://home.netscape.com/
assist/net-sites/frames.html).
(4) Fonts and styles. Electronic documents can use
color much more easily than printed media. Even
though color is the most striking way to
emphasize text parts, only a few different colors
should be used, and they should be applied
conservatively. They can replace the use of
different font sizes, e.g. for headings, but it must
be remembered that, for example, 8% of males in
Europe and North America have some form of
color blindness. Color should be used consistently, and not in pairings like blue-on-red
(spectral opposites lead to focus problems of
the eye). Also, color displays will always have a
much lower resolution than monochrome or
gray-level displays, so for some text-intensive
applications a black-and-white
or grey level
layout might be preferrable (not to speak of the
fact that, on the World Wide Web, actual color
capabilities of a browser are unpredictable anyway).
One should be aware, by the way, that people
read slower on screen than on paper. The
difference is significant especially when lowresolution devices are used: traditional print
offers 300-2400 dpi, while computer screens offer
70-l 10 dpi. Therefore, using non-serif fonts can
often be more appropriate, especially for small
font sizes.
(5) Contents. Here probably lies the most important
difference to conventional documents. Hypertexts have to be split into small chunks that can
be displayed individually, and organized in a
graph-like or a tree-like structure. This usually
means that conventional documents have to be
restructured completely. Unfortunately, many
authors instead choose to just provide an “index
layer” of links that point to various sections in
their still linear document.
In fact, those authors ignore the fact that the
very way of taking up information appears to
change with electronic media becoming widely
available: just as oral cultures became print
cultures after Gutenberg 1141,print cultures are
not becoming electronic cultures, where linear
reading is no longer the rule, but rather the
exception, and media design has to ensure, above
all, quick and easy access to information, supporting browsing and searching techniques [4].
Figure 8 shows how confusing the hyperlinks
of a book-oriented document can appear to be.
The problem is that fast and direct access from
the entry-page to a certain section or text page
requires many links. Some links cross more than
one layer, so that authors finally end up with

many overlapping trees, instead of just one.
What is supposed to make interaction simple is
itself hard to understand: for the user this
“forest” is beyond imagination.
Apart from structural considerations, the
world-wide availability of documents should also
influence their contents: they should be available
in English and, if applicable, in the local
language.
(6) Aesthetic correction. The significantly lower
resolution of today’s computer screens in comparison to printed media means that the fine
correction described earlier is hardly possible for
documents that are viewed on a screen.
The multiple-browser
problem leaves many
fine-tuning parameters to the unknown browser.
Viewing Web documents written for a graphical
sound browser with a less equipped program
reveals whether the layout was chosen carefully,
In addition to this, active Web documents are read
interactively using a computer, which means that all
the rules from the area of human-computer interaction and design of graphical user interfaces have to be
kept in mind (see [15] for a comprehensive treatment
of user interface design).
5. HTML

AND

THE

DESIGN
DOCUMENTS

OF STANDARD

WEB

HTML, The Hypertext Markup Language, was
initially designed to facilitate cooperative work on
technical documents [2], and has since become the
standard document description language of the
World Wide Web.
HTML is based on SGML, the Standard Graphics
Markup Language [16], and is not really designed to
specify layout, but a logical document markup
(structuring) language. As mentioned above, transforming those structures into a layout is the task of
the browser. For example, the exact positioning of
pictures on a page cannot be specified in HTML
unless the browser is known in advance, and even
then arbitrary author-defined positions of pictures
are impossible.
But apart from this general problem, HTML in its
version 2.0 had several other major drawbacks:
l
l
l

l

tables were not part of the standard,
colors for arbitrary elements could not be specified,
underlaying pages with background images were
not possible,
page layout (two-column text, etc.) could not be
defined.

HTML development has continued, however, and
after the intermediary definition of HTML+ , the
specification of HTML 3.0 is now in its last stages [S].
It offers the following improvements:
l

l

tables and justification, and therefore page layout
(two-column text, etc.),
background images,

Graphical Web documents
inline images with many different, arbitrarily
shaped sensitive areas,
concrete layout specifications via cascading style
sheets.
Special layout wishes can be implemented using
HTML itself, or custom style sheets. At the same
time, HTML itself remains largely a logical markup
language, since style sheets are not part of the
language itself but special instructions that can be
obeyed by certain browsers, but ignored by others.
It has to be mentioned, however, that the
specification of HTML 3.0 is not complete yet, and
some of the above features might still get improved
further.
6. JAVA AND THE DESIGN

OF INTERACTIVE

DOCUMENTS

Java [6], originally designed by Sun Microsystems
Inc. for the development of consumer electronics
software, is an object-oriented programming language very similar to C-t- f . What makes it
interesting is its runtime conception: The Java
compiler translates Java source code into a machineand platform-independent intermediate code for a
virtual machine. For most of the common architectures and platforms a sufficiently fast interpreter of
this intermediate code format exists. The independence from architecture and platform makes it
possible to offer uniform software and functionality
via the World Wide Web.
Another interesting feature of the conception is
that the interpreter determines which code modules
are required for the application, and which modules
have been loaded already. Only missing code
modules will be downloaded via the Web. Each
interpreter initially has several code modules for the
output of text, sound and graphics that are required
frequently, so these modules do not have to be
downloaded over the network at runtime anymore.
Some Web browsers are able to interpret Java
program look-alikes (so-called Java applets) that are
embedded into HTML documents. This way objects
can be integrated into Web documents which directly
interact with the user, or which are continuously
changing themselves-without
any need for network
communication once the applet has been downloaded
and started.
Authors can integrate objects which show animated or even 3-D views of data that have been
downloaded, and which can be viewed interactively
with high-speed feedback through the downloaded
applet that executes locally on the client (browser)
side. If the applet itself interacts with other resources
regularly, an information provider could even
integrate a stock market ticker, or a diagram that
shows current financial indices, into his service pages.
Currently there are two Web browsers which can
handle Java applets. HotJava from Sun Microsystems Inc. is a Java application itself. Therefore, it can
modify and extend itself at runtime: it can adapt
itself, for example, to a new HTML version simply by
CRG
20:3-o
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downloading the functionality. In the same way,
HotJava may “learn” new communication protocols.
Netscape 2.0 from Netscape Communications Inc. is
not a Java application; it is distributed in a regular
binary format. However, Netscape can interpret Java
applets in HTML documents. The availability of
Java functionality in a widely used browser as
Netscape might be an indication of the coming
relevance of Java as a programming and authoring
language.
The specification of Java is not finished yet.
Although there are a number of Web documents
with integrated Java applets already, it is not widely
used in the World Wide Web at this moment. The
language appears, however, to be quite stable by
now. For details on Java, HotJava, and sample
applets, Sun’s Java Web page at http://java.sun.com/
is the best place to start.
6.1. Layout for dynamic pages

Using Java, it is possibleto create whole documents as Java applets, making it possibleto work
around the restrictionsof HTML. On the other hand,
dynamic pagescreateadditional challengesconceming the clearand appealinglayout: in a way, another
dimension,time, has to be taken into account.
The rule of consistency,for example, has to be
appliedto the temporalchangesof the document:the
document shouldkeep a consistentframework even
though parts of it may now changeconstantly. The
“lost in hyperspace” syndrome also gets another
dimension:not only mustit bepossibleto getback to
the previousor entry documentat any time, running
appletsalsohave to provide for a clearly accessible
“cancel point” where their execution can be interrupted in a controlledway, bringing the userback the
statebefore he started the applet.
With complex time-baseddocuments,the design
getsmuch more complicated,and ruleswill have to
be derived from fields like movie creation etc. In
practice, however, most dynamic pageslimit their
animationsto clearly restricted areas. This means
that the layout is largely determinedby static objects,
which makes the rules described beforehand
applicable.
7. mm

With the abundant amount of information available through the existing World Wide Web and its
dynamic extensions,and completely new and useful
applications and information servers coming up
every day, it might be questionablewhy there should
be a need for a 3-D environment to present
information, entertainment, or any of the other
contentsclassifiedearlier in this paper.
There are, however, a number of applicationsfor
which presentationusing 3-D graphicscan increase
their attractivenessconsiderably.Theseapplications
can be classifiedinto the following groups:
(1) Data visualization.

Researchersin the natural,
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technical, and social sciences,as well as many
weather, and to passthosepossibihlieson to the
branches of industry (e.g. financial businesses)
userthrough a more liberal navigation model.
often have to handlelarge amountsof statistical
In either case,we have far more possibleviewsthat
or other data that can be visualizedmore clearly
the
usercan take onto our objectsthan with a 2-D
through an abstract 3-D model. The translation
document.
It is quite a challengeto create a 3-D
into a visible structure can help people to “see”
environment
in which all possibleviews are also
certain regularitiesor trends.
aesthetically
pleasing,
informative, and navigable!In
(2) Object visua&zation. Some research areas deal
with 3-D structures that can be visualized fact, most existing worlds contain ugly “backyard”
or “holes” wherethe 3-D illusion collapsesif it was
directly (e.g. in molecularbiology).
trying to keep up an imageof a “real” world. This
(3) Information visualization. While data has no
semanticsattachedto it yet, information is “data problem is made worse through the fact that 3-D
with a meaning”. Somestructural information is scenesusually have to be mapped to a 2-D output
presentedmorenaturally as3-D graphs(take, for device (computer screen)with limited resolution: in
example, the organizational pyramid of people contrast to traditional Web documents,objectscan
working for a software company,with hierarchy now be too far away, or viewed under an angle too
going top-down, divisions like engineeringand large to be renderedreadable.
From user reactions, another problem with 3-D
marketing going from left to right, and different
worlds
has been identified, especiallywhen used as
projects displayedfrom front to back).
social
spaces:
they are often rejected becausethey
(4) Reality visualization. Finally, we can try to
visualize “real” everyday objects and environ- “feel unnatural”-even though, at first sight, they
ments. 3-D worlds can be a more natural seemto offer a much improved “realism” over textenvironment for socialinteraction via networks only interfaces!The reasonsfor this are 2-fold. First,
(telepresence)than text-only systemslike chat virtual reality environmentsusually create very high
expectations towards their realism in appearance
groups, etc.
which they cannot meetwith today’s technology. The
second reason is lessobvious: like all media, VR
71
Conceptualproblemswith 3-D interfaces
environments can be classifiedaccording to their
The most prominent problemwith 3-D documents vividness, or degreeof realismin appearance,and
(or “worlds”, as we will call them in this section)is interactivity, or degreeof realismin behaviour (see
navigation: while 2-D input is supported nicely [19]). Steuer’sresearchshowedthat realistic behathrough technologieslike the mouse,3-D navigation viour is more important than realisticappearancefor
can only be accomplishedin oneof the two following the perceivedsocialness.
For example,textual MUDS
ways:
with complexinteraction modelsare often perceived
l usingspecialized
3-D deviceslike the Spaceball,the more “realistic” than 3-D worlds with only simple
Spacemouse,
or 3-D hand-gestureinput [17], with meansof interaction.
the problem that those devicesare not generally
available and often unsuitable for other, 2-D 7.2. Someexisting systemsand standor&
oriented tasks;
In spite of these problems, a number of 3-D
l or by using3-D metaphorsthat interpret the input
environmentsand standardshave beencreated:apart
from standard 2-D devicesas navigational com- from numerous, mostly academic, pure scenedemands in the application’s 3-D space[18]. The scription languages,Worlds Chat and AlphaWorld
disadvantageof this approachis that navigation is by Worlds Inc. (http://www/worlds.net/) are quite
often lessintuitive becausethe missingthird input successful,but proprietary commercialprojects for
dimensionhasto be generatedin someway (this is socialnavigable3-D worlds.
the main task of a 3-D metaphor).
The Information Visualizer [20] is a systemthat
focuses
on the presentationof information structures
Moreover, 3-D worlds have to define the ways in
using
a
sophisticated
setof 3-D layout principles.The
which the user is allowed to move through them.
underlying
project
aims
at developinga userinterface
Here the choice is betweentwo basicmodels:
paradigm going beyond the desktop metaphor,
(1) Simulative. If virtual worlds model real worlds, making use of the emergingtechnologicalpossibilithen it makes senseto constrain the possible ties to simplify finding, manipulating, and undermovement of the user to those degreesof standinglarge amountsof information.
freedom he knows from real life: he may walk
VRML is the openstandardfor the descriptionof
along the open2-D ground, but he is not allowed 3-D object worlds that has been developed for
to fly up into the air or walk through walls.
incorporation into the existing World Wide Web.
(2) Innovative. If, however, the systemdoesnot try to The VRML specification[‘7]isbasicallynothing more
simulatereal environments,then it makessense than a definition of an ASCII tIIe format for the
to take advantage of the additional degreesof description of 3-D scenes.It is actually largely
freedom that distinguish virtual realities from derived from, and identical to the Open Inventor file
physical reality, like the absenceof gravity, or format defined by Silicon Graphics Inc. for the
,.I.
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description of 3-D scenesin their Open Inventor
System.
In VRML, scenesare defined as scenegraphs,a
hierarchy of nodes that represent either objects
(shapenodes), attributes like material, transformation, light, or camera(property nodes),or hierarchies
(group nodes).
Shape nodes include the usual basic set of
objects (spheres,cones,cubes,line sets, text, etc.).
An interesting feature for our purposeare level-ofdetail nodes who allow changing (detailing) the
representation of an object when the ecamera
comes close to it, and the possibility to include
links to other VRML scenesor external Web
documentsinto the graph.
Apart from that, VRML doesnot support interactive behaviour yet; however, this feature is
scheduledfor inclusioninto the VRML 2.0 specification, and is also addressedby extensions like
VRML+ from Worlds Inc.
Since VRML is the most promising approach to
the definition of a standardfor 3-D environmentson
the World-Wide Web, we will focus on this technology in the rest of this section.
7.3. Layout rules for 3-D work&

As we have seenin previoussections,designersof
electronictext documentscan derive many heuristics
or even exact rules from their historical “ancestors”,
traditional typography experts. (Even though it has
to be stressedagainherethat on-linetext hasnothing
in commonwith printed text exceptthe useof textual
symbols,and the new limitations and possibilitiesof
electronic documentshave to be taken into account
by modifying traditional rules).
Designersof simulative3-D worldshave much less
historical background to borrow from: although
architecture as a scientific discipline should serve
nicely assupplierof theories,rules,and guidelinesfor
the designof “user-friendly spaces”,reality is quite
different: architecturalknowledgeis mostlypassedon
in the form of good examples,guidelinestend to be
rather contemporary and vary enormouslyover time,
and different schools often promote constrasting
guidelines(if any). Moreover, it is extremely tedious
to create simulationswith a high degreeof detail
sinceall the real-world characteristics(little irregularities, stainsand scratches)would have to be created
by hand or with very complexsoftware.
In this case,it is probably a better ideanot to try to
simulatereal-world objects(why shouldhousesin an
electroniccommunity have saddleroofs whenthere is
no rain?), but to create genuinelyvirtual, innovative
spaces.They can take advantageof the newly gained
freedom, and use new, artificial, but appropriate
representationsfor objectsin them.
To make thesevirtual worlds interesting, a high
level of detail can then be created not by copying
real-world complexity, but by creating appropriate
complexity automatically: instead of putting a
texture of real-world marble onto a surface, for
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example,it can be “painted” usinga fractal-generating algorithm that creates aesthetic and attractive
textures automatically based on mathematical systems(real-timeconstraintswould meanprecomputation of suchpatterns, of course).
It has to be kept in mind that 3-D environments
usually re-implementthe spatial distance between
different information sourceswhich had disappeared
through the hypertext link in standard Web documents.Designersshould make sure that “walking”
from onepoint to another in a virtual world is not a
boring, unnecessarydelay (transport), but that on
this way userscan experienceinterestingevents,meet
other people,or comeacrosssomethingnew, making
the journey itself rewarding (travel) [21].
If, however, the 3-D environment is mainly aimed
at presentingstructural information, then a number
of rules becomesapplicable that are often derived
from the 2-D case.
One exampleis Fitt’s Law that has beendescribed
in an earlier section;it can basically be extended to
the 3-D case,although experimentalresultsstill have
to be gathered.
Similarly, most Gestalt Laws are easilytransferred
to the 3-D case:the Law of Proximity, for example,
applies equally to 3-D arrangementsof objects.
When carrying over theselaws, it has to be kept in
mind, however, that the actual view onto the layout
can have many different perspectives, and that
perspectivedistortion may disturb the perception of
otherwiseperfect layouts.
Furthermore, 3-D worlds are often created as
“wrappers” around 2-D objects:many environments
enablethe visitor to move through them in order to
reach points of interest that are actually standard
Web documents.Of course,in this caseall the rules
for the designof conventional pagesapply for those
embeddeddocuments.
This situation brings about the additional challengeof creating a seamless
transition betweenthe
3-D framework and its 2-D contents. This can be
achievedby displayingthe documentinsidea threedimensional frame that mimicks, e.g. a “wallmounted monitor” or other reading device which
appearsas part of the 3-D environment. Similar
techniquescan often be encounteredin video games.
Finally, the navigation engine of a 3-D environment viewer usually supports different modes of
movement,or metaphors:the VRweb viewer [22], for
example,supportsfive different navigational modes:
Flip wherethe object or scenecanbe moved while the
viewer remainsstationary;
Walk with forwards/backwards motion plus up/
down “climbing”, sidesteppingand head (camera)
turning;
Ply with an aircraft-piloting-like set of controls for
climbing/diving and accelerating/decelerating;
Ply To which automatically moves the user to a
selectedPoint Of Interest (POI) [23];
Heads Up which makes most of those modes
accessibleby overlaying the scenedisplay with
semi-transparentcontrol buttons.
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This

sample

list

shows

that

scene designers,

especiallywhen they design scenesfor a standard
like VRML where multiple clientsexist, camrot rely
on a certain type of navigation to be availableor on
certain types of movements(like free flight) not to be
available! This is just the same situation asfor Web
documentdesignerswho cannot predict on what sort
of browser their pageswill be displayed.For those
reasons,3-D modelshave to take into account that
userscan potentially move around arbitrarily in their
scene.
With authoring tools support still largely missing,
it becomes clear from these observations that
designing3-D worlds is still a much more complex
task than creating
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8. SUMMARY

typography,
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Gestalt psychology,

architecture, film-making, human-computerinteraction, and many other

areas. For serious projects,
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10.
11.

however, it shouldhave becomeclear that the above
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areas are complex enough to justify consulting
experts in the respective field.
To design an optimal layout requires classification
of the documentsto be created according to their
intention,
Moreover,
on-line documents
can be
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createdusinga numberof different media,like static
or dynamic

graphics,

and 2-D or 3-D presentation

structure,

navigational
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techniques.Those new media require adaptation of
many rulesto their new characteristics,like hypertext
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While HTML 3.0 is suitable only for text and
graphicsdocuments that do not require animation or
interaction, Java appletsoffer this functionality. 3-D
Web environments are still in their infancy; many
userinterface issueshave not beensolved.The most
widespread standard is VRML which in its current
version, however, doesnot offer interaction.
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their task to create interesting

and appealing
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ments.
Parts of the ideas presentedin this article, with
special emphasis on kiosk systems, were published

in
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